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Application Note

GE’s Protimeter Surveymaster one of the
world’s first and best selling dual function
moisture meters.
The new Protimeter Surveymaster™ moisture meter represents the latest design and technology
in the moisture meter arena. GE pioneered the dual function instrument to combine pin and
non-invasive technology into one meter. This release will be the 3rd generation of the globally
successful Protimeter Surveymaster™. In the early 90’s we recognized that both measurement
techniques in one easy-to-use meter allows professional to make more reliable measurements as
well as quicker decisions with regard to moisture problems in buildings.
How to get the best out of the Surveymaster – Search and Measure.

Search (Non Invasive)
When used in Search mode (REL), the Surveymaster™ is a moisture detector. Search mode
readings, a relative measurement, assess the moisture condition up to 3/4” (20mm) beneath
the surface of materials. (scale, 70-999) This mode of operation is ideal for making rapid surveys
of solid walls and floors and to pinpoint areas of concern that may justify a more extensive
investigation.
The Search mode may also be used as an alternative to the Measure mode when it is impractical
or undesirable to push electrode pins into surfaces. Consider, for example, taking moisture
readings behind ceramic tiles in bathroom cubicles or in walls covered by quality wallpapers
where pinholes would not be acceptable. Surface moisture (such as condensation on an otherwise
dry surface) has little effect on GE Protimeter Search mode readings.
Conductors (other than water) within the material may cause high Search mode readings. For
example, metal beading or wires can mislead diagnosis if not accounted for. For consistent &
accurate results, the user should be sure that the flat surface on the back of the meter is in full
contact with the material to be tested. It is recommended that users place the meter onto different
areas to take measurements and do not slide the meter across surfaces to prevent damage.
Color scale – Green -70-160~, Yellow 160-199~ Red 200-999~
It is recommended to use non-invasive Search mode should as a guide to assess the potential of excessive moisture and use the pin
Measure mode to confirm the moisture content. Protimeter’s non-invasive technology is not adversely affected by surface moisture.
See below on how to use this feature to determine if moisture is present on the surface of a material.

Measure (Pin Mode)
Pin type Measure mode readings are more precise than non-invasive search mode readings and these measurements should be the
preferred method for any record keeping. These readings are specific to the area of contact between the electrode tips and generally
represent the highest moisture found across the depth of the pin.
The pins on the meter are designed to make firm contact with the surface, pushing them deep into the surface is not always necessary
and will result in holes that will be in need of repair.

Plug in accessories
The Surveymaster™ standard kit is supplied with a Heavy Duty Moisture Probe and lead for taking
measurements at points that cannot be reached easily with the integral electrode pins. To use,
connect the Moisture Probe jack plug to the socket on the right side of the instrument and push the
Probe pins into the surface at the chosen point of measurement.
The Protimeter Exterior Insulation Finishing System (EIFS) Probe or a pair of Deep Wall Probes can also
be used for taking readings at depth in walls..
To use, drill two clearance holes of diameter 6mm (1/4’’) roughly 40mm (1 1/2’’) apart to the required
depth. Connect the Deep Wall Probes to the instrument and push the two probe rods into the
clearance holes. Hold them firmly against the base of the holes and take the reading.
The Protimeter Hammer Electrode can also be used to make measurements deep into hard and
softwoods. The hammer needles are insulated and so it is possible to stop at different depths and take readings up to 1.5”
Note: Deep Wall Probes may be used to investigate high readings that may have been obtained in Search mode. Deep Wall Probes may

be used to determine the moisture profile through a structure by increasing the depth of the clearance holes incrementally.

How to intemperate the readings in Pin Mode
Actual percent moisture content (%mc) values are measured in wood products. Wood Moisture
Equivalent (WME) values are measured in materials other than wood. The WME measurement is the
theoretical %mc value that would be attained by a piece of wood in moisture equilibrium with the
material under investigation at the point of measurement. As the critical %mc levels of wood are
known, WME values may be used directly to establish if the material is in a dry, borderline or damp
condition as indicated by the color coded LED scale. See datasheet 52 for more information on WME.
Color scale – Green -7.9-15.9~, Yellow16.0-19.9~ Red 20.0-99.9~

Using both Search and measure to determine
if there is surface moisture (often condensation)
Often moisture on the surface of a building material, such as condensation, is easily remediated with
simple ventilation. As pin measurement is taken very close to the surface you can use both functions
of the meter to make some initial diagnosis. GE’s Protimeter superior non-invasive technology gives
you an average moisture measurement across its depth of moisture which allows you to assess
whether the material does in fact have excessive moisture present or is surface moisture is present.

•

Non-invasive readings slightly elevated above normal and pin reading high = surface
moisture (potential condensation)

•

Non-invasive readings and pin reading high = wall wet across its depth.

Note: Conformation of condensation (surface Dewpoint) can be achieved using a hygrometer and
surface temperate sensor. The Protimeter MMS2 will do this calculation for you at the press of a button!

Reference mode (pat pending)
In both Pin and Search mode, GE’s patent pending Reference Mode can be used. Reference mode can be useful when trying to
establish what materials are above or below a point of reference or dry standard.
Measure the dry standard or baseline material until the meter’s reading is stable then press for 2 seconds. This will store the reading
until the mode changes of the meter turns off. Now all reading taken after will be displayed as normal, but below you will see a second
reading that shows you if the material is measured above or below the original reading.
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